We present a new method of fractal-based texture analysis, using the multiscale fractional Brownian motion texture model, and a new parameter, intermittency. The intermittency parameter Ô describes a degree of presence of the textural information: a low value of Ô implies a very lacunar texture. The multi-scale fractional Brownian motion model allows to construct multiregime textures in the frequency domain. Adding intermittency to this model, we compose the intermittent multi-scale fractional Brownian motion model: the Hurst and intermittency parameters of such processes are functions À´Ðµ and Ô´Ðµ depending on a scale Ð. The texture is thereby seen as the fusion of structures and details. The structure of the texture is analyzed with the large values of Ð, corresponding to the low frequency content of the texture. The details of the texture are analyzed with the small values of Ð, related to the high frequency content of the texture. The texture is then characterized by all the estimated values of À´Ðµ and Ô´Ðµ, for all the scales Ð of analysis. The method allows a multi-frequency analysis, permitting the choice of significant scales in a classification task. An application to the classification of corn silage texture images, for which the low frequency content is determining, is proposed.
Introduction
In texture analysis using a fractal approach, the fractional Brownian motion (fBm) model [12] is one of the most commonly used: the texture is viewed as the realization of a random process. To characterize the texture, the fractal dimension of the underlying fractional Brownian motion's graph has to be estimated. This approach is successful, but suffers from several limitations: from a practical point of view, the fractal dimension estimation methods are very versatile; from a more conceptual point of view, the textures are not always perfectly fractal.
In this paper, we use a generalization of the fractional Brownian motion called multiscale fractional Brownian motion [3] (msfBm) and a new fractal parameter called intermittency [1] . The msfBm model takes into account multi-frequency fractal regimes, and the intermittency parameter gives information on the homogeneity of the texture. Combining these two contributions, the intermittent multi-scale fractional Brownian motion (imsfBm) model of texture can be used.
To test the validity of this approach, we worked with natural corn silage texture images. The aim is to classify eight different silage types. The algorithm firstly "learns" the different types, and then automatically classifies incoming images, through a minimum at the center of gravity of the class.
In the first part of this paper, we introduce our new approach, describing the intermittency parameter, the multi-scale fractional Brownian motion, and a multi-scale estimation of the imsfBm parameters. The benefits of this approach are set out. In the second part, we apply this new method to a real texture classification task: the classification of corn silage texture images. In the last part, we conclude and suggest possible perspectives for improving this promising technique.
The IMSFBM Texture Model
Limitations of the Fractional Brownian Motion Model. This texture model is dependent on the Hurst parameter, taking values between zero and one and linearly related to the fractal dimension of the graph of the fractional Brownian motion (fBm). A texture, seen as the realization of a fBm, is characterized through the estimation of the value of this parameter, and knowledge of the Hurst parameter value affords almost complete information about the process. Therefore, all the fBm-based studies focus on an estimation of the Hurst parameter and several estimators were set up to this end [5] .
Introduced in [2] , the estimator of the Hurst parameter of fBm processes we use, is presented in equation 1. Let AE be the number of pixels in the analyzed texture image, Ð the scale step, and Î This slope is computed by a linear regression for few small scales.
The fBm, and its characterization by estimation of its Hurst parameter value, is largely used in texture analysis, e.g., [8, 14, 10, 11, 13, 4] . However, the fBm is an homogeneous process (the process is statistically the same on the whole space), and its high and low frequency contents are equivalent (the process is the same whatever the scale of observance). Hence, the fBm is not a very flexible model of texture.
In addition, for all these studies, the estimation of À encounters an empirical choice of scales: the Hurst parameter is generally obtained by linear regression, computing the slope of the estimation curve according to several scales. Thereby, all authors using this technique are confronted with the same problem: the estimation curve is not linear.
A slight change in the choice of the scales of estimation dramatically modifies the results, even on synthetic images. In [9] , the problem is recognized, and the author proposes an algorithm, choosing the scales for which the curve is almost right. However these scales are generally chosen between 1 and a small number (5 for example).
This upper bound depends on the texture, so the texture can be partly characterized by this rupture. This justifies enlarging the range of scales used in our analysis, to take into account the whole estimation curve: in general, the values obtained by a linear regression have no physical significance, though the curve shapes do.
Intermittency.
It is firstly possible to improve the fBm model, introducing inhomogeneity through a new parameter called intermittency.
The intermittency parameter Ô, introduced in [1] , represents the probability that, at frequency ¾ , the texture has AE ³ ¾ Ô "objects" of spatial size ¾ . Thereby, a low value of the intermittency parameter creates lacunar zones in the signal, and this information along the scales characterizes the texture under study. The estimator of the intermittency parameter Ô, introduced in [1] , takes into account this information:
The exponential of the slope of the estimation curve´ÐÓ Intermittent Multi-scale Fractional Brownian Motion. It is secondly possible to construct processes taking into account changes of regimes along the scales. Multi-scale fractional Brownian motion (msfBm) was introduced in [3] for that purpose. This process is a generalization of the fBm with the Hurst parameter À value varying with frequency, becoming a function À´Ðµ, depending on the frequency
, at scale Ð (hereafter, we use the terms high frequencies for small scales Ð, and low frequencies for large scales). In bio-mechanic analysis for example, situations like this, where Ð is a time, are encountered [6] .
Allowing intermittency to the msfBm process, we involve the intermittent multi-scale fractional Brownian motion (imsfBm) model. Thereby, any imsfBm-based texture can be seen as the superimposition of a structural organization (at large scales), and textural information (at small scales), each of these informations possibly being inhomogeneous.
The estimators of À´Ðµ and Ô´Ðµ remain the same. The curves are merely extended to the large scales to collect the two regimes of the process (we then see two slopes [3] ). 3 Application: Classification of Corn Silage
Introduction
The aim of this section is to classify corn silage images. We chose eight silage types, set out in Table 1 , having several characteristics. The silages are designated´Ë µ ½ : two stages of age (stages St1 and St2), two types of chopping (fine corn silage FCS or coarse CCS), and two types of mixes (only stalk SO and the whole plant WP).
30 images of each type of silage were recorded (in the same acquisition conditions) for the learning process, plus 10 more images for the classification process. The images used for the classification were not used in the learning process.
Learning and Classification Procedures
To classify the images, it is first necessary to learn how to characterize each class. In the old approach (based on the fBm model), the class is characterized by the mean values of À and Ô (computed by a linear regression on the estimation curves between arbitrary chosen scales 1 and 5). These values are the centers of gravity of the class. In our new approach, these centers of gravity are the mean estimation curves (see Figure 1) of the class.
The eight silages types are firstly "learned", using 30 images of each silage class for the learning process.
Then, the six different classes of silages (Stages 1 and 2, with or without corn grain and fine or coarse corn silage) are also "learned". Each class of this segmentation contains 4 silage types (for example silages Ë ½ , Ë ¿ , Ë and Ë all belong to the class FCS), i.e., 120 The distance ½´Ü Ýµ is a simple Euclidean point-to-point distance, but ¾´Ü Ýµ is not a distance. It is the distance ½ for the curves ¡Ü and ¡Ý: ¾ takes into account the slopes of the curves.
The distance ¿´Ü Ýµ is a "combined" version of ½ and ¾ .
Results
This section reports the results obtained using the old and new methods, trying to discriminate between each characteristic two by two. Using the old method (based on a single index as a signature) and after an empirical choice of scales 1 to 5 for the computation of the linear regression giving the estimated St1/St2. After observation of the estimation curves, we chose the ¡À-curve as the center of gravity of the classes between scales 4 to 6, using a distance collecting the curve slopes (actually, the Ô-curve does not give good results in this case): in this region, the two curves (¦ the standard deviation) do not intersect.
The results obtained are given in Table 2 .
The best results are obtained for scales 4 to 6, using distance ¿ . These scales are small, and correspond to the high frequency content of the textures. This zone is the only one concerned by maturity: the age difference only involves a color change, and does not modify the global aspect of the texture.
It is interesting to note how a slight change in the estimation scales dramatically changes the result: using the distance ¿ between scales 1 to 7, the total percentage falls from 86.25 (for the scales 4 to 6) to 55 percent.
SO/WP.
After observation of the estimation curves, we chose the Ô-curve as the center of gravity of the classes between scales 10 and 30, using a distance collecting the Euclidean differences of the curves (the À-curve does not give good results in this case): in this region, the two curves do not intersect.
The results obtained are given in Table 3 . Between scales 2 to 50, using distance ½ , the results are already highly satisfactory (93.75 percent). If we reduce the study interval between scales 10 to 50, using the same distance ½ , we obtain the same result. This implies the information we attempt is not located in the high frequency content of the texture: the presence of corn grains (in the case "WP" whole plant) does not influence the texture in the high frequencies, because at this observation length and with our camera settings, the grain size generally oscillates between 10 and 50 pixels (this is confirmed by direct measurements).
Between scales 3 and 10, the recognition percentage falls to 80 percent: the information is not in the high frequencies. This again illustrates the usefulness of a multifrequency analysis. If we reduce the intervals between 10 and 30, and between 30 and 50, we obtain an interesting result: the classification percentage is equivalent and slightly greater. Although this difference is not significant, this implies these zones are not only carrying discriminating information, but are also not disturbed by less discriminating zones. The two intervals ½¼ ¿¼ and ¿¼ ¼ give better results than the "fusion" interval ½¼ ¼ :
Scales
we have multi-discriminant zones.
We can also remark the fundamental importance of the use of the correct distance: between scales 10 and 30 (for which the results are excellent using distance ½ ), using distance ¾ causes the result to fall from 95 to 76.25 percent.
The classification SO/WP is perhaps the easiest case, but the fractal dimension seems unable to discriminate between the two classes. The intermittency parameter, used as an estimation curve, is sometimes more suited than the fractal dimension to analyzing certain physical phenomena [7] .
FCS/CCS.
After observation of the estimation curves, we chose the ¡Ô-curve as the center of gravity of the classes between scales 3 and 9, using a distance collecting the curves slopes (the À-curve does not give good results in this case): in this region, the two curves do not intersect.
The results obtained are given in Table 4 . The best result is obtained using the curve between scales 3 and 9 and the distance ¾ , with 85 percent correct classification. Here again, if we slightly change the estimation scales (4 to 9 and 3 to 8), the results are modified (82.5 and 81.25 percent).
The choice of the correct distance is again fundamental: between scales 3 and 9, using distance ½ (this distance does not collect the slopes of the curves), the result falls from 85 to 75 percent.
Old Method Revisited. Given the above results, and if we compute the values of À and Ô by linear regression in the correct ranges of scales, the results are greatly improved:
Between scales 4 and 6, the mean observed À values for silage types "St1" and "St2" are respectively 0.366 and 0.416. The classification between these scales gives satisfactory results: ¿ · ¿ ½ ¼ correctly recognized silages, i.e., 82.5 percent.
Between scales 10 and 30, the mean observed Ô values for the silage type "SO" and "WP" are respectively 1.16 and 1.10 (these values have no physical significance, as explained in section 2). The classification between these scales gives satisfactory results:
¿½ · ¾ ¼ correctly recognized silages, i.e., 71.25 percent.
Between scales 3 and 9, the mean observed Ô values for the silage type "FCS" and "CCS" are respectively 0.878 and 0.801. The classification between these scales gives satisfactory results: ¿ ¾ · ¿ ½ ¿ ¼ correctly recognized silages, i.e., 78.5 percent.
Conclusion and Perspectives
Textures of the real world are difficult to handle with simple fractal models. An effective and robust characterization process must rely upon flexible and effective models. The intermittent multi-scale fractional Brownian motion model presented here is a first step toward a powerful and flexible texture model.
While classical texture analysis often describes the texture too partially and sometimes inaccurately, the multi-scale estimation of the imsfBm parameters does not limit the result to a single value: the multi-scale analysis presented in this paper provides a curve, and this curve is the multi-scale characterization of the texture. The proposed analysis considers the structural aspect of the texture, which is implicitly prohibited by traditional fractal methods of texture analysis.
The experiments carried out on the silage textures images moreover demonstrate the usefulness of a parameter such as intermittency in fractal analysis: the intermittency is not only identifiable, but it also represents a meaningful texture parameter, giving different information from the fractal dimension.
It will be interesting to compare the results of this preliminary work with other results of more traditional and not necessarily fractal methods. A multi-scale extension of other types of analysis can also be considered. The analysis based on cooccurrence matrices for example, which also depends on an observation scale, might allow a multi-scale extension of some Haralick parameters.
More technically, the method could take into account certain multi-discriminant zones: the discriminating information of a texture can be spread across several ranges of scales. Automatic choice of relevant and discriminating scales could be interesting. Moreover, the use of data fusion techniques would provide a useful quality factor, while allowing the processing of several regions of interest and several characteristics.
